
GROW HST VOLUME

Executing a home sleep test (HST) requires set-up,

education, data downloads and uploads, scoring,

and detailed shipping logistics. EnsoSleep helps

you focus on everything EXCEPT scoring, so you

can perform more HSTs and grow your business.
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PATIENT EXPERIENCE2
Finding opportunities for staff to spend more time

on patient face-to-face interactions can be tough

with all the responsibilities on their plate.

EnsoSleep reduces the time spent on scoring,

allowing your clinicians to focus on providing the

best care experience for all their patients.

INCREASE IN-LAB VOLUME3
Growing and expanding your in-lab volume? Staff

can score more studies with the help of EnsoSleep,

easing the scoring burden taken on when adding

beds. By cutting scoring time, you can scale your

sleep center operation more quickly. 

DECREASE BACKLOG4
From scheduling to scoring, backlogs plague sleep

centers across the country. With EnsoSleep, staff

can breathe easy knowing the daunting challenge

of working into the scoring backlog isn't entirely

on their shoulders. By leveraging a sleep scoring AI,

your team can replace a multi-week scoring

backlog with a simple 24-hour data crunch. 

EXPAND PATIENT ACCESS5
There are 45,000 patients for every 1 sleep

physician, and the problem is exacerbated in

underserved and untreated areas. EnsoSleep

integrates into virtual sleep clinics, an important

part of the sleep center of the future.

When you have more time to spend with patients instead of with
data points, your business will thrive. We want to take the stress
out of scoring. Contact us to talk about how an AI sleep scoring
solution can help you modernize and scale your sleep business.

 

CONTACT  THE  ENSODATA  TEAM  FOR  A  DEMO  TODAY !

EnsoSleep is an AI sleep scoring solution built to simplify the lives
of frontline clinicians. Our tech is highly configurable and

customizable, ensuring optimal results for centers big and small.
The time saved on scoring can instead be spent providing an

improved patient experience and increasing your testing volumes.
What will you do with your newfound time? 

SLEEP CENTER ROI
Seamlessly Installed AI Supporting 

Your Sleep Center's Growth

https://www.ensodata.com/get-started/

